It is well known that when f (v) is a constant for each vertex v, the connected f -factor problem is NP-Complete. In this note we consider the case when
Introduction
Given a simple undirected graph G = (V, E), (see West [10] ), on n vertices, an f -factor of G is a spanning subgraph H such that d H (v) = f (v) for every v in V . The problem of deciding whether a given graph G has an f -factor is a well studied problem over many years by Anstee [1] , Tutte [8] , Cornuéjols [4] , Liu and Zhang [6] and Plummer [7] . Tutte [9] has shown the problem to be polynomial time reducible to perfect matching. Since perfect matching is polynomial time solvable it follows that testing for an f -factor is polynomial time solvable, and we refer to this algorithm as the Tutte's f -factor algorithm. We consider the problem of finding a connected subgraph which is an f -factor. For the case where f (v) = 2 for every v in V , a connected f -factor is a Hamiltonian cycle. It is well known that the Hamiltonian cycle problem is NP-Complete. In fact, Cheah and Corneil [2] have shown that for each constant d, when f (v) = d for every v, the connected f -factor problem is NP-Complete. We refer this connected regular spanning subgraph as a connected d-factor. Further, recently Cornelissen et al. [3] showed that for every 0 < ǫ < 1, for f (v) ≥ n 1−ǫ the connected f -factor problem is NP-Complete.
For the case when f (v) ≥ ⌈ n 2 ⌉ − 1, Cornelissen et al. [3] have also shown a simple test for the existence of a connected f -factor. We observe that when f (v) ≥ ⌈n/2⌉ for every v in V , any f -factor of a given graph G is connected and has diameter at most 2. From the work by Cornelissen et al. [3] when f (v) = ⌈n/2⌉ − 1, if the input graph has a f -factor with two components and also a connected f -factor, then there exists a connected f -factor of diameter 3. Similarly, for the case where f (v) ≥ n c for each v in V and a constant c, the diameter of a connected f -factor is upper bounded by 3c − 1. This is because if we consider a diametric path u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u 3c , the sets N(u i ) and N(u i+j ) have to be disjoint for each j ≥ 3. Further, each such set |N(u i )| ≥ n c and it is impossible to have such c pairwise disjoint vertex sets. Thus for f (v) ≥ n c for each v in V , there seems to be a concrete correspondence between the diameter of connected f -factors and the value c. We use this correspondence to come up with a polynomial time algorithm for c = 2.5. It may be possible to extend the idea to solve the problem for any constant c. Our Work. We present a diameter based characterization of graphs having connected f -factors where f (v) ≥ ⌈ n 2.5 ⌉ for every v in V . For each such f , we refer to the connected f -factor problem as Con-f -F. Our main result which we prove in Section 2 is as follows:
We use the above characterization to show that Con-f -F can be solved in polynomial time using the following two main graph theoretic results.
1. If an instance G of Con-f -F has a connected f -factor and also an ffactor H with two components , then G has a connected f -factor G ′ of diameter at least 3.
2. Given two vertices u, v in V (G), the problem of computing an f -factor in which distance between u and v is 3, reduces to perfect matching. This result can be seen as a generalization of the Tutte's reduction of the f -factor problem to the graph perfect matching problem.
Preliminaries and Notations
Throughout this paper, f is a function f :
⌉ where n = |V |. Consequently, we have the following fact.
Unless otherwise mentioned, G always represents the input graph. We also assume that the number of vertices in G, denoted by n, is at least 12 (the cause for this will be clear from the analysis). We use the following standard definitions and notations from West [10] : 
′ is incident on {X, V \ X}, and there exists S ∈ {X, V \ X} such that ∀v ∈ S, v is incident on some edge e ∈ E ′ .
Equitably Colored Graphs and Alternating Circuits were introduced by Das and Rao [5] . Let G be a edge colored graph in which each edge is colored either red or blue. G is said to be equitably colored if for every vertex v ∈ V (G), the number of red edges incident on v is equal to the number of blue edges incident on v. An eulerian closed trail v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 2t , v 1 (a sequence of vertices) is said to be an alternating circuit if the edges
. . , {v 2t , v 1 } are coloured alternatingly red and blue. In other words, an alternating-circuit is a circuit that is equitably colored. A minimal alternating circuit T is an alternating circuit such that no proper subset of edges of T forms an alternating circuit. Let G ′ be a spanning subgraph of an edge colored graph G. An alternating circuit T in G is defined to be a switch on G ′ if the set of red edges in T is a subset of E(G ′ ) and the set of the blue edges of T is disjoint from E(G ′ ). If T is a switch on G ′ , the operation Switching(G ′ ,T ) is a graph obtained by removing from G ′ all the red edges in T and adding all the blue edges in T to G ′ .
On the Diameter of Connected f -factors
In this section we present our diameter based characterization for graphs which have a connected f -factor. The following two facts are simple graph theoretic facts and the proofs are straightforward.
, then the diameter of G is at most 2.
Fact 3. Let G be a graph in which each edge is assigned a color from the set {red, blue}. G is a set of vertex disjoint alternating-circuits if and only if
d R (v) = d B (v) for all v in G ′ .
Lemma 1. Let T be a minimal alternating-circuit. For each vertex v, both
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let v be a vertex in T which has at least 3 incident red edges. We show the existence of an alternating circuit T ′ whose edges are a proper subset of the edges of T as follows: Consider the sequence of edges obtained from T by starting at the first occurence of v in T , and returning to v for the the second time. Let e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 be the edges incident on v in the sequence, in the same order in which they were present in the sequence. e 2 and e 3 are consecutive in the sequence and are of different colors. If e 1 and e 2 are of different colors, then the sequence of edges from e 1 to e 2 is an alternating circuit, thus contradicting the minimality of T . If e 1 and e 2 are of the same color, and if e 3 and e 4 are of the same color, all the edges in the sequence form an alternating circuit, and is proper subset of the edges in T . The proper containment follows because at least one red edge incident of v is not present in this sequence. This contradicts the minimality of T . If e 3 and e 4 are of different colors, then the sequence of edges from e 3 to e 4 is an alternating circuit, again contradicting the minimality of T . Hence the lemma.
Lemma 2. Let G be a graph of diameter 2 and let {X, V \ X} be a partition of V (G). There exists a set of edges E
Proof. We obtain a contradiction to the fact that the graph has diameter 3 by assuming that the lemma is false. Let
Then the shortest path between v 1 and v 2 is of length at least 3, and this contradicts the premise diam G = 2. Hence the claim in the lemma is true.
In the following, given an f -factor of G ′ of G we consider the coloring of G in which E(G ′ ) is colored red, and E(G)\E(G ′ ) is colored blue. The alternating circuits we consider are with respect to this coloring. The next lemma plays a critical role in the polynomial time computability of Con-f -F. It implies that if Tutte's f -factor algorithm returns a solution with 2 components and if the graph has a connected f -factor, then there is one of diameter at least 3. Proof. We prove by contradiction on the diameter of the f -factor computed by the switching operation. Let H be a connected f -factor of G. Color the edges in G ′ with color red and those in H with color blue. By Fact 3, each component in E(G ′ ) △ E(H) is an alternating-circuit. Since H is connected, there exists a minimal alternating-circuit T in E(G ′ ) △ E(H), which is a switch on G ′ and is incident on {X, V \ X}. From Lemma 3 it follows that Switching(G ′ ,T ), denoted by G ′′ , is a connected f -factor. Our proof analyzes two cases on the structure of such a T : Case 1: There exists a T with exactly four edges:In this case we prove that G ′′ is of diameter at least 3. Let u ∈ X and v ∈ V \ X be vertices not in V (T ). Clearly, these are at a distance of atleast 3 in G ′′ . Case 2: Every T is of length more than 4: Let us assume that G ′′ is of diameter at most 2. Consider an edge (u 1 , u 2 ) in E(G ′′ ) such that u 1 ∈ X and u 2 ∈ V \ X. Now, the number of vertices in
′ is an f -factor. Therefore the number of vertices in
⌋ − 2. Since we have assumed that G ′′ is of diameter at most 2, from Lemma 2 we know that one of the two sets from {X, V \ X} has the property that each vertex in the set is incident on an edge in [X, V \ X] ∩ E(T ). Without loss of generality, let X be this set and let
is not incident on a vertex in N G ′ (u 2 )-the reason for this is that the existence of such an edge will result in an alternating circuit consisting of 4 edges, and we are in the case where such an alternating circuit does not exist. Therefore, the number of blue edges in
⌉. Since T is a minimal alternating circuit, u 2 has at most one more blue edge incident on it other than {u 1 , u 2 }. Therefore, it follows that the number of edges of E ′ incident on vertices in
On the other hand, since u 1 and u 2 are in different components in
Since T is a minimal alternating-circuit, by Lemma 1 the blue degree at each vertex is at most 2. Therefore, the number of edges in E ′ incident on the vertex set (V \ X) \ N G ′ [u 2 ] is at most twice the size of the set. Thus the number of edges in
⌋ − 4. We have derived a contradictory set of inequalities involving the number of edges in
. Therefore our assumption on the diameter of G ′′ being at most 2 is wrong. Hence the lemma.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1:
Proof. If G has an f -factor G ′ with two components and also has a connected f -factor, then, from Lemma 4, there exists a minimal alternating-circuit T such that G ′′ =Switching(G ′ ,T ) is a connected f -factor of diameter at least 3. Consequently, it follows that if all connected f -factors of G are of diameter at most 2, then all f -factors of G are connected. Hence the theorem.
In the next section, we use this characterization to design a polynomial time algorithm for Con-f -F.
Polynomial time Algorithm for the Connected f -factor Problem
We start by presenting the Algorithm A f for the connected f -factor problem as follows:
1. Run Tutte's f -factor algorithm with G and f as input. 2. If the algorithm fails to return an f -factor, then exit after reporting Failure. 3. Else If it returns a connected f -factor, then output it and exit. 4. Else Let G ′ be the output f -factor, with two components {X, V \ X}. (a) For each u ∈ X and v ∈ V \ X, and each induced path P uv of 3 edges /* Lemma 5 shows that one of these choices is correct. */ i. Test for an f -factor of G containing P uv as a shortest path between u and v. /* Using subroutine Distance-Constrained-Factor */ ii. If an f -factor is found, output it and exit. /* Theorem 3 shows that it is a connected f -factor */ (b) Exit reporting failure.
We start with the following lemma that is crucial to prove the correctness of the iteration in Step 4.a and then present a variant of Tutte's reduction to deal with Distance Constrainted f -factors. Proof. Since G ′ is an f -factor, it follows that |X| < 3n 5
and |V \ X| < 3n 5
. Since f (v) ≥ n 2.5
, v ∈ V , it follows from Fact 2 that the diameter of 6 For each edge (q, w) in E(G), add an edge involving one vertex of A(q) and one vertex of A(w), and for each υ ∈ V , each vertex of A(υ) participates in one such edge.
7 /* Enforcing the distance of more than 2 between u and v*/ 8 Let S = {l|(u, l) and (l, v) ∈ E(G)}. //the f -factor should avoid each path P uv of length two 9 For each l ∈ S steps 10 and 11: 10 Let {x, y} ⊆ A(l) such that x is adjacent to a vertex in A(u) and y is adjacent to a vertex in A(v) in H.
11
Let z ∈ B(l). Remove edge set {{z, w}|w ∈ A(l) \ {x, y}} from H. Algorithm 1: Redn-PM(G,f ,u,v)-Reduction from f -factor with Distance Constraints to Perfect Matching The routine Distance-Constrained-Factor(G,f ,u,v) performs the following steps to compute an f -factor G ′ in which the distance between u and v is at least 3.
2. If H does not have a perfect matching report failure to find an f -factor in which distance between u and v is at least 3 and exit. 3. Let M be a perfect matching in H. Compute the f -factor G ′ from M and H using the f -factor computation in Tutte's reduction.
We state the following theorem without proof about the reduction described in Algorithm 1. The proof has been left out as it is exactly on the lines of Tutte's proof as presented in the book by West [10] (page 141). 
Proof. If G does not have a connected f -factor, then the algorithm reports this correctly. If all the f -factors are connected f -factors, then the algorithm is correct, as the first step is the Tutte's f -factor algorithm, and it will find a connected f -factor. On the other hand if there is an f -factor with two components and G has a connected f -factor, then we know from Lemma 4 that there exists a connected f -factor G ′′ = Switching(G ′ , T ) of diameter at least 3, where T is a minimal alternating-circuit. Further, from Lemma 5 we know that any pair of vertices u, v such that distance in G ′′ is 3 are not both in the same component. The algorithm A f enumerates each such candidate path P of length 3 for each pair of vertices, one from X and the other from V \ X, and, using Distance-Constrained-Factor, checks for an f -factor of G containing P as a shortest path between u and v. To check for an f -factor of G containing P as a shortest path, we reduce the f value of u and v by 1, the values of a and b by 2, remove the edges which are among the vertices of P in G, and invoke Distance-Constrained-Factor. If for a path P = {u, a, b, v} of length 3 between two vertices u and v, an f -factor is found by DistanceConstrained-Factor, then we claim that this f -factor is indeed a connected f -factor in G. The proof is by contradiction -Let us assume that the graph is not connected. Let Y be the component that contains u and v and the path P . Since P is a shortest u-v path in the output factor, it follows that N(v) ∩ N(u) = ∅. Therefore, the number of vertices in the component Y is at least − 2. However, this is a contradiction to the fact that in an f -factor, each component has at least n 2.5 + 1 vertices. Therefore, the f -factor found by the algorithm is indeed a connected f -factor and consequently, the algorithm is correct. Given G ′ , there are at most n 4 such paths to enumerate, and Distance-Constrained-Factor is basically a polynomial time perfect matching computation due to Theorem 2. Therefore, A f runs in polynomial time and decides whether G has a connected f -factor.
